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Executive Summary 

The past two decades of K-12 curriculum have seen a greater emphasis on science, 

technology, engineering, and math (STEM) objectives and standards. The idea of STEM 

education began in the early 1990s as hiring professionals noticed a void of qualified 

American-citizen applicants with advanced problem solving, design, and computational 

skills.  

 

Following this, the National Science Foundation began designing curriculum standards to 

help close that gap in the US school system. In 2013, the Next Generation Science 

Standards (NGSS) made their debut, and they have been adopted by nineteen US states 

and the District of Columbia. Though North Carolina is not a part of that list, its 

Department of Instruction has made a push for STEM integration in schools. A 

certification system for specialized STEM schools has been developed, and basic science 

and technology standards have become more inquiry-based. 

 

As technology continues to advance, so will the need for technological careers. 

These STEM-related careers pay significantly higher than jobs with similar educational 

requirements, and many US-based, STEM-related jobs remain unfilled. 

 

Traditional STEM activities, often integrated into K-12 curriculum, align with many of 

these economy-building careers. These include hands-on computing and design courses, 

as well as robotics and 3-D printing. Much of this integration is credited to the launch of 

NGSS. K-12 students are receiving increased exposure to computer processing, data 

analytics, and engineering design. These involve identifying a problem or question, testing 

and retesting outcomes via planned methodology, discussing what worked and did not 

work, and concluding outcomes. Strategic design of inquiry-based lessons in all levels of 

education can prepare students for a future in engineering-style jobs. 
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As the need for computer programmers and engineers continues to grow, an emerging 

technology is quickly taking over the STEM-career economy: drones. A 2013 report 

entitled The Economic Impact of Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration in the United 

States, stated that the economic impact of the integration of unmanned aerial vehicles 

will total more than $13.6 billion in the first three years of integration and will grow 

sustainably for the foreseeable future, culminating in more than $82.1 billion between 

2015 and 2025; and the integration … will create more than 104,000 drone-related jobs in 

the first three years (Jenkins & Vasigh, 2013). 

 

The first section of this report provides an overview of the economic impact of STEM-

related majors and careers and how drones can help improve student interest in those 

sectors. This was developed through a thorough web-based literature and resource 

review. 

 

The second section presents the methods used in developing K-12 curriculum utilizing 

drones to teach and enhance STEM skills. A team from the Community Science Outreach 

Initiative at the Duke Marine Lab received training on drone safety, drone flight, and design 

of drone curriculum. This was received from an established and successful drone 

program in Cairns, Australia, called SheMaps. This program was then evaluated and 

aligned to NGSS and NC State Department of Instruction standards. Once the formal 

lesson plan was developed, it was piloted at an independent school in Wilmington, North 

Carolina. 

 

The third section details the availability of K-12 drone curriculum. It then highlights STEM-

related standards and curricular alignment to a developed formal lesson plan derived 

from SheMaps. Finally, it summarized the execution of the lesson plan. 

 

The report concludes with a discussion of current and future implications of drone-

related curriculum. Four tasks are outlined: 
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1) Continue to develop and evaluate drone lesson plans that are grade- and skill-

specific; 

2) Improve and differentiate drone lesson plans to cater to English-language 

learners, females, and other minorities;  

3) Provide professional development opportunities on drone curriculum to 

teachers; and  

4) Advocate at the state level for integration of drones and other remotely operated 

vehicles in state education standards. 
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D.R.O.N.E.S.: Designing Real-World Outcomes for North Carolina Education in STEM 

 
The past two decades of K-12 curriculum have seen a greater emphasis in science, 

technology, engineering, and math (STEM) objectives and standards. This has been 

driven by a greater demand for careers with a thorough background in technology and its 

applications. Many US states have adopted standards that integrate strategic problem-

solving lessons that align with this growing need. 

 

While STEM education has become more prevalent, there is still a gap between the US 

and other nations. Though the US spends more money on education than any other 

country, American students still lag behind in STEM-related standardized test scores 

(Thomasian, 2011) (Xie, Fang, & Shauman, 2015). In his 2011 publication, Building a 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math Education Agenda: An Update of State 

Actions, John Thomasian reported that US students ranked twenty-sixth in math scores 

and thirteenth in science scores. He credits this trend to lack of standards, lack of 

qualified instructors, lack of motivation, and a failure of secondary education to meet the 

demand of STEM job availability. 

 

The void of an effective STEM presence in K-12 schools correlates with a low number of 

post-secondary STEM degrees, and, therefore, STEM-related careers. STEM degrees in 

the US are one-third of awarded bachelor’s degrees, but they account for over half of 

those degrees in Japan, China, and Singapore (Thomasian, 2011). And with STEM 

degrees comes a skilled labor force that supports a country’s economy. Thomasian 

(2011) notes this stating that a “…labor force without a rich supply of STEM-skilled 

individuals will face stagnant or even declining wealth by failing to compete in the global 

economy, where discovery, innovation, and rapid adaption are necessary elements for 

success.” 

 

A report from the US Bureau of Labor predicted employment in STEM jobs to see an 

increase of more than 9million between the years of 2012 and 2022 (Vilorio, 2014). A top-
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ten list of undergraduate majors with the highest-earning salaries sees nine of those 

listed in engineering and computer science. The other career involved pharmaceutical 

sciences; well-within the realm of STEM-centered content (Thomasian, 2011).  

 

Traditional STEM activities, often integrated into curriculum, align with many of these 

engineering and computer science careers. These include hands-on computing and 

designing courses, as well as robotics and 3-D printing. Much of this integration is 

credited to the launch of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) in 2013. There 

are currently nineteen states and the District of Columbia that utilize NGSS directly, and 

there are an additional twenty-one states that have developed their state standards on the 

NGSS framework (National Science Teachers Association, n.d.). 

 

NGSS specifically targets science and engineering practices, and many classroom 

activities follow suit with hands-on, discovery-based inquiry lessons. These lessons 

integrate key skills related to STEM-based careers, starting from Kindergarten through 

twelfth grade. K-12 students are receiving increased exposure to computer processing, 

data analytics, and engineering design. This exposure involves identifying a problem or 

question, testing and retesting outcomes via planned methodology, discussing what 

worked and did not work, and concluding outcomes. Strategic design of inquiry-based 

lessons in all levels of education can prepare students for a future in engineering-style 

jobs.  

 

Yet the last decade has seen a spike in drone-related careers, thanks to the Federal 

Aviation Administration’s 2016 Small Unmanned Aircraft Rule 107. This opened the door 

for drone use in educational settings, and therefore, a greater number of drone users 

(Ware, 2017). A 2013 report, The Economic Impact of Unmanned Aircraft Systems 

Integration in the United States, reported astounding numbers in terms of dollars: 

“1. The economic impact of the integration of UAS…will total more than $13.6 

billion in the first three years of integration and will grow sustainably for the 

foreseeable future, cumulating to more than $82.1 billion between 2015 and 2025; 
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2. [It] will create more than 34,000 manufacturing jobs and more than 70,000 new 

jobs in the first three years; 

3. By 2025, total job creation is estimated at 103,776;  

4. The manufacturing jobs created will be high paying ($40,000) and require 

technical baccalaureate degrees;  

5. Tax revenue to the states will total more than $482 million in the first 11 years 

following integration (2015-2025); and  

6. Every year that integration is delayed, the United States loses more than $10 

billion in potential economic impact. This translates to a loss of $27.6 million per 

day that UAS are not integrated into the NAS” (Jenkins & Vasigh, 2013). 

 

The education system has responded. Colleges and universities now have specialized 

degree programs for drones. The University of North Dakota, Embry-Riddle University, 

Texas A & M, Virginia Tech, and Kansas State University-Salina all have bachelor or 

master’s degree programs in UAV’s (Michalson, 2019) (Preble, 2015). Drone education 

has subsequently trickled down to the high school, middle school, and even elementary 

school classrooms. For example, Parrot Drones have easy-to-fly indoor drones that can 

accommodate beginner pilots through experts at all age levels. Their education materials 

provide simple teaching tools for integration into various classes (Parrot Education, 

2019). Later this paper will identify a sample lesson utilizing the Parrot Mambo Mini-

drone. 

 

One school district with a targeted drone program is in the mountains of eastern 

Kentucky. The Kentucky Valley Education Cooperative (KVEC) is aligned with USA Drone 

Port in a former coal-mining area that has been hit hard by unemployment (USA Drone 

Port: National Unmanned Robotic Research and Development Center, 2017). USA Drone 

Port provides space to secondary education teachers and students to prepare high 

schoolers for a career in drone technology. 
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Drone use in K-12 classrooms are an effective tool for reinforcing STEM-related skills 

while exploring future applications for drone use (Using Drones to Enhance STEM 

Learning, 2016). Today drones are revolutionizing careers across a variety of sectors. 

Many agricultural practices now rely on drones for field monitoring and growth status, 

while larger drones are even applying pesticides and fertilizers. In the future, up to 80 

percent of commercial drone use will be in agriculture (Thomasian, 2011). 

 

Meanwhile, drones are also replacing expensive, fuel-demanding duties traditionally done 

via helicopter. These include traffic monitoring; damage assessments; aerial video and 

photography for thematic map imaging; and wilderness search and rescue efforts (Khan, 

Ectors, Bellemans, Janssens, & Wets, 2017; Calina, Calina, Badescu, Croitoru, & Vangu, 

2018; Karaca et al., 2018). The utilization of drones in post-natural disasters is also on the 

rise. In 2017 drones were used in southern California wildfires, earthquakes in Mexico, 

hurricanes Maria, Irma, and Harvey, and Columbian mudslides (Flash, 2017).  

 

Drones can be useful in wildlife monitoring and assessments for conservation efforts. 

Linchant, Lisein, Semeki, Lejeune, & Vermeulen (2015) identify current successes and 

future needs of utilizing drones for wildlife management in their publication, “Are 

unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) the future of wildlife monitoring? A review of 

accomplishments and challenges.”  Hodgson et al. (2018) noted the increased accuracy 

of utilizing drones to count wildlife. 

 

The list of real-world applications of drones is long, and it continues to grow daily. It has 

already made a great impact on our economy, and, as stated before, will continue to do 

so. These current and future contributions were the driving force of my two main 

questions in this investigation: 1) how can using unmanned aerial vehicles (i.e. drones) 

enhance K-12 curriculum; and 2) what is the current status of STEM-related curriculum 

with drones? 
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If the future of the US economy is going to be supported by the skills aligned with STEM 

careers, it only makes sense to provide exposure and inspiration to it in the K-12 school 

systems. This paper summarizes the current status of drone-related curriculum and 

standards in Next Generation Science and North Carolina state standards. A lesson plan 

utilizing the Parrot Mambo Mini-drone was designed from a successful educational drone 

program in Australia called SheMaps. This lesson plan was executed in a variety of 

settings and age groups and assessed. The discussion concludes with recommendations 

on moving forward with the current lesson plan, possible alterations to it, and how this 

plan can be utilized for future classroom use. 

 

Methods  

Literature Review 

The primary task was to determine and evaluate the status of drone integration in US K-

12 curriculum. A comprehensive literature review was performed utilizing Google and 

Google Scholar search engines to locate published lessons across all grade levels. 

 

The next task was to investigate current uses of drones aligned with the Next Generation 

Science Standards (NGSS) and the NC Department of Instruction (NC DOI) standards. An 

overall assessment of STEM-related standards throughout both sources was also 

performed, utilizing the published information on the NGSS and NC DOI websites. 

   

Training and preparation  

A team from the Duke University Marine 

Lab (DUML) received training from Dr. 

Karen Joyce, director of SheMaps 

Australia, in the spring of 2018. 

Participants included DUML staff, 

graduate students (including myself), and 

volunteers from DUML Community 

Science outreach program. The two-day 
Figure 1. Duke University Marine Lab students & staff 
receive training from SheMaps, 2018 (photo: K. Rienks) 
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intensive program involved instructional use of drones, drone safety, drone technical 

basics, and drone flight. Dr. Joyce also shared the “Drone Day Teaser” lesson plan that 

she designed with resources, a supply list, and suggestions.  

 

Then, the DUML team purchased six Parrot Mambo Mini-Drones, six Lenovo tablets, and 

the rest of the required materials to mirror the SheMaps drone program. The DUML 

Community Science director and staff scheduled outreach opportunities with the 

Beaufort Boys and Girls Clubs. I participated in the execution of these clinics that were 

held throughout the summer of 2018.   

 

Development and execution of lesson plan 

During the fall and winter of 2018, I utilized my own school and classroom at Cape Fear 

Academy in Wilmington, North Carolina as a pilot area to test formal and informal drone 

curriculum. Several class periods were spent with my own high-school-aged physics 

students. Some days were very structured, aligning to the exact “Drone Day Teaser” 

program we learned from SheMaps. Other days, I encouraged the students play and 

explore on their own, while I took general observations of the group’s actions, reactions, 

and conversations. 

 

Cape Fear Academy also hosted two “STEM 

Saturdays” where students from the Wilmington 

community participated in the 3-hour structured 

drone program.  

 

As the process went on, I developed a formal lesson 

plan from Dr. Joyce’s “Drone Day Teaser”, aligning it 

to specific NGSS and NC DOI standards. (See 

Appendix 1.) 

  

Figure 2. Participants in "Drone Day 
Teaser", 2018 (photo: K. Rienks) 
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Evaluation of lesson plan 

My evaluation process was based on personal perceptions as a veteran science educator. 

I made observations and assessed the successful activities and challenging procedures. I 

utilized my professional experience to gauge what was inspiring students, and what was 

not, based on my perceptions of student engagement and overall happiness. This is a 

tool that all teachers use daily in the classroom for every lesson they present.   

 

Results 

Published lessons on drone usage in K-12 classrooms 

Teachers can easily access drones and curricular resources from drone companies (i.e. 

Parrot) and STEM educational companies (i.e. Tech-Labs). These companies provide 

flight instruction, programming information, and the drones and drone accessories to 

execute a successful classroom course. These options are optimal for beginner teachers 

in need of substantive support, but they tend to be a large initial investment. For example, 

Parrot Education and For the Win (FTW) Robotics formulated various K-12 classroom 

bundles. FTW’s options include several different packages of drones and drone-related 

lessons for utilization in hands-on classroom activities. These packages range in price 

from $1,000 to $4,000 for classroom sets (FTW Edu Bundles, 2018). 

 

This partnership between Parrot Education and FTW Robotics is one of many newly-

published resources. When this inquiry began twelve months ago, there were few 

available drone-related curricula for teachers. It was also challenging to find free, openly-

shared ideas and resources, much less inspiring, real-world application of the curricula. 

 

However, this process is rapidly changing. Thanks to increased accessibility to drones, 

hobbyists and educators are starting to make this technology more accessible and real to 

students and young people. Another newly-formed partnership is between Australian-

based SheMaps collaborating with the US-based group Women and Drones. This group 

has—in the last month alone—hosted four webinars for teachers, released several easy-

to-navigate lessons, and openly advocated for the exposure of drones to students.  
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STEM-related standards and curricular alignment to “Drone Day Teaser” lesson plan 

There are specific skills that Next Generation Science Standards target for inquiry-based 

learning and skills. The following list highlights those targets most applicable to drone 

instruction, as provided on their website: 

1. SEP, or Science and Engineering Processes, which NGSS describes as “…what 

students DO to make sense of phenomena. They are both a set of skills and a set 

of knowledge to be internalized. The SEPs reflect the major practices that 

scientists and engineers use to investigate the world and design and build 

systems” (NGSS Lead States, 2013); 

2. DCI are the disciplinary core ideas. These are what you would typically associate 

with any subject-specific curricula; and 

3. CCC’s, the Cross-cutting concepts. There are seven major concepts highlighted in 

NGSS, but the specific “Drone Day Teaser” lesson plan targets the evaluation of 

cause and effect mechanisms, as well as recognition of structure and function of 

objects. 

 

North Carolina’s Department of Instruction has no specific drone-related standards, nor 

have they adopted NGSS. However, North Carolina has utilized the NGSS framework for 

integration of STEM skills into engineering-based standards. Four years ago, the state 

released North Carolina’s Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 

Education Strategic Plan, outlining strategies for STEM skill integration into standards 

and curriculum (North Carolina State Board of Education, Department of Public 

Instruction, Public Schools of North Carolina, 2015). This plan outlines the intent and 

timeline of key STEM-related skill sets and targets. It also provides the requirements and 

application process for NC state schools to become STEM-certified.  

 

Execution of lessons 

Cape Fear Academy, an independent PreK-12 school in Wilmington, NC, provided an 

opportune environment for the development and execution of the “Drone Day Teaser” 

lesson plan. I utilized eleventh- and twelfth-grade honors physics students with no drone 
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experience as a pilot group. There were nine students in the class; four males and five 

females. Part of the instruction was formalized, where specific instructions were provided 

for students to follow. During other times, students were not given any specific tasks or 

instructions, but were given an opportunity for exploration and free-flight, and then 

observed. 

 

I was very familiar with the students who participated, so I was easily able to gauge 

student excitement, interest, and inspiration. Each of the twelve students required no 

redirection, remained engaged and on-task for the entire activity, and stated several 

expressions of joy, surprise, and confidence. These included, “WOW! I had no idea I could 

do that!”; “This is the best day we’ve had in school so far!”; and “Can we do this every day?” 

 

There were also two occasions where non-Cape Fear Academy students attended a 

school-sponsored event called “STEM Saturdays” for the children in the community. 

These days entailed a total of fourteen attendees that ranged in age from eight (the 

youngest) to eighteen (the oldest). The ratio of males to females was eleven males to 

three females. I was less familiar with these students, but the levels of engagement and 

excitement were similar. It was slightly more difficult to manage the younger students, 

but the squeals of happiness and pride allowed me to gauge it as a success.  

 

Discussion 

The use of drones is an effective tool for student engagement in STEM-related skills. 

Drones can inspire and empower students, and they are extremely versatile in the 

proficiencies they develop. Teachers in lower-aged classes can use drones to develop 

coordination, learn coding, and build community. Middle- and high-school teachers can 

utilize drone flight and programming for more complex problem-solving skill 

development. Drones can be integrated across the curricula; these are not just toys for 

science.  
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Implications of classroom drone activities  

There are many different drone types making their way into the classroom. The Parrot 

Mambo Mini-drones used for this inquiry were easy to operate and durable. The younger 

students learned to fly and program them with ease, and the older students enjoyed the 

accessories that came with the Mambo. These include a claw, a pellet gun, and a camera. 

The accessories created problem-solving challenges and an obstacle course for flight 

training. 

 

The STEM skills acquired and practiced with drones are important to develop in the K-12 

classroom, as much of the economic future in the US correlates with STEM careers. 

Providing an inspiring, hands-on, real-world environment in the classroom can generate a 

surge of STEM-related college majors. These, in turn, produce a stable momentum of 

technologically literate and skilled graduates entering the workforce.  

 

Challenges of classroom drone activities 

Integrating drones into the K-12 classroom is exciting, but it does also formulate some 

concerns. First, the rapid pace of teachers using drones could imply that safety measures 

are overlooked. Teachers seeking effective drone curriculum will want to ensure that the 

lesson is focused on safety first. Safety is integrated into the “Drone Day Teaser” lesson, 

and it is heavily weighted in the presentation and discussion. 

 

The rapid growth of drone curriculum may also suggest that drone-related lessons are 

not being developed with intention of standards-based alignment. For drones to target 

specific, real-world STEM skills that resonate through college and careers, it is imperative 

to align drone lessons to these skills. Alignment to the NGSS framework, as well as any 

state-specific inquiry-based targets, assures that the lesson is attuned to these desired 

outcomes. 
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Moving forward 

Drone classroom use and integration is experiencing rapid growth. As more lessons are 

developed and made available to teachers, four general recommendations are made: 

 

1) Continue to develop and evaluate drone-related lesson plans that are grade- and 

skill-specific and put safety at the forefront of the lesson;  

2) Improve and differentiate drone lesson plans to cater to English-language 

learners, females, and other minorities;  

3) Provide professional development opportunities on drone curriculum to 

teachers; and 

4) Advocate at the state level for integration of drones and other remotely operated 

vehicles in state education standards. 

 

Drones in the classroom can enhance skills in STEM with a safe, thought-out lesson plan 

that aligns to proper standards. Lessons designed with drones can provide an exciting 

and hands-on environment for students to gain practical experience in solving real-world 

problems. Drones can also empower students with confidence to pursue STEM-related 

college majors and careers. These majors and careers can provide the employment 

infrastructure necessary for the US to maintain a stable economy and a promising 

technological future.   
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Appendix 1. Drone Day Teaser - Instructor Facilitation Plan: 

Age/Grade 3rd – 12th / 8 - 18 
Time 2.5 hours (150 minutes) 
# of Students 3 – 15 

(Note: When working with children 13 or younger, the most ideal ratio is one adult 
to a group of 3.) 

NGSS 
Standards 
 

Note: NGSS Performance Standards can be tailored to targeted grade-level. 
Science and Engineering Practices, Disciplinary Core Ideas, and Crosscutting 
Concepts are highlighted. 
 
SEP: 1 
1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)  
2. Developing and using models  
3. Planning and carrying out investigations  
4. Analyzing and interpreting data  
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking  
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)  
7. Engaging in argument from evidence  
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 
 
DCI: 2 
ESS3.C: Human Impacts on Earth Systems 
PS2.A: Forces and motion 
PS4.C: Information technologies and instrumentation 
 
CCC:3 
2. Cause and effect: Mechanism and explanation.  
6. Structure and function. 
 
1APPENDIX F – Science and Engineering Practices in the NGSS (2013) 
2APPENDIX E – Progressions Within the Next Generation Science Standards (2013) 
3APPENDIX G – Crosscutting Concepts (2013) 

 
NC DOI 
Standards 

This lesson aligns with the following numbered STEM Integration Attributes (out of 
11) listed by NC DOI: 

1) Project-based learning with integrated content across STEM subjects 
2) Connections to effective in-and out-of-school STEM programs 
3) Integration of technology and virtual learning 
4) Authentic assessment and exhibition of STEM skills 
5) Professional development on integrated STEM curriculum, 
community/industry partnerships and postsecondary education 
connections 
6) Outreach, support and focus on underserved, especially females, 
minorities, and economically disadvantaged 
7) A communicated STEM plan is adopted across education, communities 
and businesses 
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8) STEM work-based learning experiences, to increase interest and abilities 
in fields requiring STEM skills, for each student and teacher 
9) Business and community partnerships for mentorship, internship and 
other STEM opportunities that extend the classroom walls 

 
NOTE: A variety of possible subject areas can be integrated into this lesson plan, 
covering a wide range of NC DOI cross-curricular standards. These can be adjusted 
to meet science, information/technology, math, English, social studies, or other 
subject-specific standards as outlined in the NC DOI’s website. 
 

Materials 
 

 Computer, projector, speaker 
 Painters tape  
 Drones, batteries, battery chargers, battery bags, power strip 
 Tablets 
 Safety glasses 
 Landing pad 
 Large aerial photo and/or map of an area 
 Safety Signs (Caution, Red, Green) 
 Star stickers 

Preparation  
 

1. Connect all tablets to Wifi and check for updates 
2. Connect computer presentation/Power Point and projector/speakers 
3. Open music/song for landing signal 
4. Mark safety zones for each team with painters’ tape 
5. Organize materials for each team (drone, safety glasses, tablet, landing 

pad) about 3-5 meters away from each other and safety zone 
6. Hang caution signs on the doors and hang “GO/STOP” signs in view of 

teams 
7. Set up charging station near outlet within the safety zone 

 Time Description 
Engage 20 min Welcome and introductions 

Divide into teams of 3: Pilot, Co-Pilot, Chief Reporter (use colored 
star stickers to organize) 
Power Point presentation 

 Video clips of drone pilots (highlight females) 
 Slides with real-world drone applications  
 Videos/examples of gender equality (If applicable to group) 

Explain & 
Execute 

25 min 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Identify a challenge (determine an issue to solve, decide on a town 
name, etc.) 
Reinforce safety procedures 

 “Green GO/Red STOP” sign 
 safety zones and flying lanes 
 safety goggles 
 long hair tied back 

Guide teams through Pre-Flight Safety Checks using iAuditor© 
 Teams go to drone stations 
 Pilot takes tablet and turns it on; make sure tablet number 

matches drone number 
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35 min 

 Team inspects equipment: safety goggles, landing pad, drone, 
battery 

 Open iAuditor© and click on “Start Audit” for the USA Parrot 
MAMBO MiniDrone Flight Checks 

 Enter the site name; NEXT arrow at bottom right 
 Enter pilot and co-pilot name; answer site information 

questions 
 Perform crew checklist 
 Have the Chief Reporter insert the battery 
 Instruct all students to move into the safety zone 
 Instruct Pilots to close iAuditor ® and open Free Flight Mini 

(Instructor will continue reading through checklist) 
Guide students through manual flight  

 Discuss take-off and landing 
 Take off when signaled by name from instructor 
 Land when music is played 
 SAFETY REMINDERS 
 Stay in lanes/zones during flight, do NOT leave safety zone 

while sign is “RED/STOP”; if you crash, just leave it! 
 Begin RIGHT THUMB instructions 
 Press the start button 
 Select HULL 
 Review roles and explain rotation  
 Explain buttons 

State Right Thumb Directions 
 Locate/Press the START button (bottom right on Free-Flight 

Mini©) 
 Select HULL 
 Review Roles and Explain Rotation (Pilot – Drone flight; Co-

Pilot – battery level- keep above 3 green dots); Chief Reporter 
– observe/digital storytelling) 

 Explain BUTTONS while walking through the BOX: 
o Take-off → Land 
o RIGHT Thumb ONLY DEMO: Dragging thumb Forward; 

Right; Back: Left 
o Explain the RIGHT-THUMB ONLY MISSION and 

Demonstrate by walking out the BOX MISSION. 
 Review CRASH Scenarios and Emergency Landings with SAFETY 

Reminders. 
o If drone crashes, stay behind the safety line 

 Review MUSIC to LAND 
 Instruct Pilots to TAKE-OFF SEQUENTIALLY (to check for 

PAIRING CONFLICTS) and wait for your signal to BEGIN their 
BOX.  

o “To take off, and don’t do it now, press the take-off 
button at the bottom. This button will switch to 
landing when the drone is in the air”  
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o Instruct to keep drone at waist height 
 Move to the SIDE and then to the SAFETY ZONE while students 

are flying. 
 ROTATE through each TEAM MEMBER and Check/Change 

BATTERIES after 2 Flights. 
 Check to see if drones are properly paired by observing green 

lights at the front of the drones 
Begin left-right thumb instructions 

 Explain LEFT BUTTONS 
o LEFT Thumb ONLY DEMO: Turn RIGHT; Turn LEFT; 

Altitude UP; Altitude DOWN. 
 Explain the MISSION and Demonstrate by walking out the BOX 

WITH TURNS MISSION. 
 Review SAFETY and LANDING SIGNAL. 
 Instruct Pilots to Press TAKE OFF and begin the MISSION. 

Move to the SIDE and then to the SAFETY ZONE while students are 
flying. 
Mention to relax your shoulders, decrease the jerkiness 
ROTATE through each TEAM MEMBER and Check/Change BATTERIES 
after 2 Flights. 
(Be Sure BATTERIES are NOT INSERTED before continuing to 
CODING.) 
 

Elaborate 10 min Transition to coding for aerial survey: (Clear area and place map on 
the floor.) 

 Discuss everyone’s manual skills, then connect back to the 
mission. 

 Review flying SKILLS and their use in real-world applications 
and research. Instruct students to locate the CAMERA on the 
drone (on the belly). 

 Explain the SCENARIO USING MAP. 
 Open Kids Doodle©. 
 Press New 
 Instruct team to DRAW a large RECTANGLE on the screen. 
 Instruct team to mark with an X where they want to take off 
 Instruct team to DRAW their FLIGHT PLAN on your screen. 
 Instruct team to decide where they want PHOTOS taken along 

their flight path and to draw an “X” at each location. 
 

Execute 35 min Begin coding instruction: 
 Instruct Pilots to CLOSE Kids Doodle© and OPEN Tynker© 
 Instruct Pilots to Select PROJECTS; Create NEW PROJECT; and 

BLANK TEMPLATE 
 Instruct Pilots to CHANGE the ACTOR 
 Delete the Current Actor (trash bin at bottom) 
 Select (+)ADD; CONNECT DEVICE; and MAMBO DRONE 
 Drag where to start 
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 Instruct Pilots to Select CODE and Review the Code 
Requirements (“What are the 3 most critical components?”) 

o WHEN ACTOR TOUCHED 
o TAKE OFF 
o LAND 

 Middle is up to the team. No right or wrong answer 
 Other codes should match your previously drawn flight plan. 
 Instruct teams to PRACTICE their FLIGHT PLAN by having one 

team member read the code while another member walks out 
the path. 

 Have teams test out how many seconds are appropriate 
 Students should make sure the INSTRUCTOR has APPROVED 

their coding before inserting their battery. 
 Instructor moves among each team to insure safety guidelines 

are being met and that no CODING exceeds a 2-SECOND 
INTERVAL. 

 Instruct teams to Complete their FLIGHT PLAN over the MAP – 
ONE TEAM AT A TIME. 

 Make sure FreeFlight Mini© app is CLOSED. Mambo drone is 
paired to Tynker when green dot is shown by Mambo on app. 

 When actor is touched on the stage, flight will start. Make 
sure students are in safety zone. 

 Instruct teams to RETRIEVE THEIR IMAGES: 
o CLOSE Tynker© 
o OPEN Free-Flight Mini© and wait for PAIRING 
o Locate the CAMERA icon on the FIRST SCREEN (NOT 

the Flight Screen; Do Not Press Start) 
o OPEN the CAMERA and wait for Images to 

DOWNLOAD 
 Instruct Teams to select the BEST 3 IMAGES and Touch 

TRANSFER to save these images on the tablet. 
Evaluate 10 min Wrap-up: 

 Choose one or two students/groups to share their images and 
summarize their strategy. 

 Reinforce the importance of drone safety if they choose to use 
drones at home on their own. 

 

 

 


